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FORUM INTERNATIONAL
SUR L’ÉCONOMIE NUMÉRIQUE:

LE CAMEROUN RENFORCE SON PLAN STRATÉGIQUE

A

u Cameroun, la part de l’économie
numérique dans le PIB ne représente
que 5% en 2016 et accuse un
retard considérable au plan international.
Le Cameroun figure parmi les pays dans
lequel le taux de pénétration d’internet et
des TIC est le plus faible. Le gouvernement
camerounais a dès lors entrepris des grands
chantiers sur les plans institutionnel,
réglementaire et infrastructurel devant
conduire vers l’émergence numérique.
Dans cette optique, le Gouvernement
a été engagé à accorder à ce secteur
toute l’attention méritée, afin d’en tirer
pleinement avantage, tant il constitue un
véritable accélérateur de croissance, en

plus d’être une véritable niche d’emplois
nouveaux pour notre jeunesse.
C’est également dans ce sens que Yaoundé
a accueilli du 15 au 17 Mai 2017, le Forum
international sur l’économie numérique
à travers le thème : « Comment réussir
l’économie numérique au Cameroun ? ».
Ce forum vient donc renforcer la veille de la
mise en œuvre par le Ministre des Postes et
Télécommunications, du plan stratégique de
développement de l’économie numérique,
intitulé « Plan stratégique Cameroun
Numérique 2020 ». En présence de
nombreux membres du Gouvernement,
de hautes personnalités de plusieurs
nationalités, et d’un parterre d’invités, le

SAGE World Cup 2017:
The Revolutioners & WAN Pavers
Are Cameroon’s Ambassadors
The Denis & Lenora Foretia Foundation was
represented by our Communication Manager, Laure
Nganlay on June 16, 2017 at the second National
Start-up competition. A total of 10-student groups
drawn from secondary schools in Yaounde were
competing to become Cameroon’s Ambassadors to
the World Cup in Ukraine, slated for August 2017.

représentant personnel du chef de l’Etat,
le ministre de l’Administration territoriale
et de la Décentralisation (Minatd), René
Emmanuel Sadi, dans son allocution
d’ouverture a rappelé aux participants les
objectifs du forum de Yaoundé. Il s’agit de:
• Présenter les atouts de l’économie
numérique au Cameroun. De voir quel est
notre potentiel dans ce domaine, quelles
mesures stratégiques sont adoptées
par l’Etat et quelle est la contribution
des opérateurs pour l’accélération la
transformation numérique du pays ;
• Créer des conditions idoines pour un
passage réussi du Cameroun à l’économie
numérique, en s’inspirant des expériences
réussies ici et ailleurs ;
•
Mobiliser
des
financements
internationaux en faveur des projets
innovants dans le secteur de l’économie
numérique au Cameroun. Permettre aux
porteurs de projets tant publics que privés
de rencontrer des investisseurs étrangers,
pour le financement de leurs projets ou des
partenariats d’affaires.
La transformation numérique apporte
des avantages pour certaines entreprises
prêtes à adopter le changement. Le
Cameroun semble avoir compris l’apport
de la numérisation dans le développement.
Ainsi, on constate une intensification des
échanges dans ce secteur.
Par Gaelle Dejo

Organized by the Cameroon branch of the Student
for the Advancement of Global Entrepreneurship
(SAGE), they presented projects ranging from
the creation of mobile applications, body lotions,
construction material, food processing to recycling
waste matter. Three finalists were shortlisted
namely: the Revolutioners (processing Moringa
Oliefera into soap, tea and oil), the WAN Pavers
(producing pavement stones from waste plastics)
and LAMA (mobile application to learn local dialects),
respectively.
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FODIAS 2017

FINAL DECLARATION OF THE FORUM FOR THE DIASPORA
services- with the view of
facilitating the processing of entry
clearance for Cameroonians in the
diaspora.

“From the 26-30 of June 2017,
some 400 Cameroonians from
public administrations, public
and private partners as well
as civil society organizations,
academics and researchers
from 28 countries around the
world met in the Conference
Center in Yaounde, Cameroon
at the first edition of the Forum
for the Diaspora (FODIAS) 2017.

5. Establish public access
information systems to strengthen
Government’s
policy
on
communication.

This Forum was convened
in Yaounde at the initiative
of the Government of the
Republic of Cameroon and placed under
the Very Esteemed Patronage of the
Head of State, H.E Paul BIYA, President
of the Republic, determined to continue
leveraging the potentials of the diaspora
and mainstreaming such in the nation’s
development drive.
We gathered to brainstorm on the theme
« Cameroon and its Diaspora: Acting
Together for the Development of the
Nation » through pre-forum workshops (2627 June, 2017), Forum’s conferences (28-30
June, 2017), the presentation of submitted
projects, exhibitions and B2B (Business to
Business) and B2G(Business to Government)
networking sessions.
To wrap-up our week-long group work, we
strongly recommend that the Forum for
the diaspora be elevated to a permanent
institutional platform that holds every two

6. Involve the diaspora in the
construction of a digital identity for
Cameroon to facilitate innovation
and youth entrepreneurship.
years, whose objectives will be to foster
the partnership between the Government
and its diaspora, to promote all aspects
of Cameroon abroad and to facilitate and
enhance the participation of the diaspora in
all aspects of National Development. In this
regard, the following 10 recommendations
were formulated:
1. Examine the possibility of creating a State
Secretariat in charge of the diaspora
2. Envisage the available options of creating
a fund to support the investments of
Cameroonians in the diaspora.
3. Establish a database of Cameroonians
in the diaspora- highlighting their socioprofessional categories and various
competences.
4. Explore the possible ways of improving
on the quality of fosterling and chancery

7. Examine the possibility of signing
Agreements with friendly countries, with
the goal of facilitating the processing of the
social security benefits of Cameroonian
workers living abroad.
8. Establish a health mapping and a diagnosis
of the equipment needs of healthcare
facilities in Cameroon and share the data
with the Cameroon diplomatic network.
9. Explore funding options for management
and training of artists as well as the creation
and conservation of museums and galleries.
10. Establish a special permanent organ to
monitor and evaluate the implementation
of the recommendations of FODIAS.”
Yaounde, June 30, 2017
Source: Fodias 2017 General Secretariat

TEAM MEMBER OF MAY & JUNE
The Communication department was particularly honored in May
& June 2017. Our team members of the month were Laure Nganlay
(Communication Manager) & Severin Epoh (Head of Graphic unit)
respectively. The entire team expresses its congratulations to both
staff and wishes them to keep up the spirit.
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ON SBEC

The Misleading Notion of Cash and Profit

M

ost of the time entrepreneurs
fail in business because they do
not understand the difference
between cash and profit. When analyzing
cash flow, a small business manager must
understand that profit is not cash and
cash is not profit. Profit (or net income) is
the difference between a business’ total
revenue (sales units multiplied by unit
prices) and cost. Costs are divided into
two categories: cost of sales (cost of the
goods sold) and cost of administration of
the small business. When this distinction
is not made, the small business manager
may be misled and his/her business may
fail eventually.
Importance of Simple Recording Keeping
in Business
Small business managers should always
keep record of every item purchased and
sold. They should also be on a monthly
payroll. If these records and calculations
are not made; business performance
can never be ascertained. Performance
must be measured for the business to be
sustained.
For instance, I buy flour to make cakes to
be sold at the gateway into a populated
high school in Douala. This is a full
time business which started small and
has grown big because of the relevant

market. The high school has an enrolment
of close to 4000. The cash sales have
to be analyzed properly; otherwise, I
might start spending from the capital for
personal issues.

Most of the time
entrepreneurs
fail in business
because they do
not understand the
difference between
cash and profit.
When analyzing
cash flow, a small
business manager
must understand that
profit is not cash and
cash is not profit.
Profit (or net income)
is the difference
between a business’
total revenue (sales
units multiplied by
unit prices) and cost.

included, as cost of administration of the
small business. I have to place myself
on a payroll. It could bedaily, weekly or
monthly. I must make sure I never spend
above my payroll on personal issues like
food, clothing, rents, health concerns
and transportation for personal trips.
It should be noted that when operational
losses are recorded; that is cost of all
what is sold is higher than sales revenue
(units sold multiplied by price), the
business will be endangered. When this
persists, the capital of the business will
drop and eventually the business will go
bankrupt. Always make sure the initial
value of the capital of your business is
maintained. How do I do that? If I had
started the business with 100,000 francs
CFA, I should make sure that the 100,000
francs CFA is intact after paying for all the
cost of operations, cost of administration
and personal salary. If the business
cannot pay you a salary that can cater
for your basic needs, then you need to
seek expert advice on how to drive your
business to sustainability.
By Augustine KONDJE-TANIKVU
Operations Manager

I need to clearly record the cost of the
flour, oil, sugar and other items as well
as the sales. The cost of renting the
small corner by the school gate is also

Tazemil Ltd is a Cameroonian corporation that operates in the
food industry. One of the leading poultry farms in the country.

It doesn’t get better than this!

Federal’s Street, Buea - Cameroon
Tel: +237 - 673 53 60 32 / 696 97 22 47 / 674 47 35 17
Email: info@tazemil.com

www.tazemil.com
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ECHOES OF THE MONTH

CAPACITY BUILDING:

Nkafu Policy Institute Trains Prospective Analysts

C

aroline Nyamnjoh,
a Marketing &
Strategy student
can now heave a sigh
of relief. Her paper on
“The Role of Agricultural
Innovation in Creating
Food Security for Africa”
is attracting readers daily
on social media. She sees
her dream of impacting
her
community
by
contributing in shaping
public policies gradually
coming true. Same
with Bakori Marbian,
a young international
communication
and
public policy analyst,
whose desire is to see
effective results through
innovative approaches
aimed at addressing society challenges;
as revealed in his article: “Economic
intelligence: A Springboard for the
Development and promotion of Tourism in
Cameroon”.
Caroline and Bakori were both beneficiaries
of the one-day intense policy analysis
capacity building seminar, organized by the
Nkafu Policy Institute. In fulfilling its role
of proposing independent and in-depth
analyses, the training initially designed
for in-house analysts, was enlarged to 20
external persons. The overall objective
was to improve their skills on methods
of information gathering and training to

primary and secondary
sources policy analysis
material. The next step
dealt with the art and craft
of policy writing. At this
stage, stress was laid on
methodology, writing and
editing when penning ideas
and gathered information.
Another aspect handledidentified as a setbackwas how to carry out
effective computer assisted
research.

enable them effectively, accurately and
objectively perform policy analysis.
May 6, 2017 was a particularly busy day
at the Denis & Lenora Foretia Foundation.
Analysts, students, civil servants and civil
society activists all gathered for the eighthour exercise on the theme: Bridging the
gap between policy and practice; the role
of policy analysts.
The facilitator, Christophe Dongmo, our
Country Representative, together with
his participants agreed on adopting an
interactive teaching/learning approach. As
such, the theoretical part focused on data
collection, with emphasis on gathering

Prior to the training,
participants
received
reading packs comprising
analyses by budding and
experienced
analysts.
Apart from familiarizing
themselves
with
the
documents, they were expected to each
submit an article during the training. Thus
the practical session revolved around
reviewing published works and peer
review of pre-seminar articles.
At the end, the overall best articles were
retained as promosed by the Nkafu
Policy Institute for publication. The day’s
experience was immortalized with an
attestation. While the high moments
were captured by photography shots, as
our think tank welcomes a new wave of
external contributors.
By Laure Nganlay
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SBEC :

Cameroon’s Small Business Network in Gestation

O

ver 80% of small businesses
in Cameroon operate in the
informal sector, while only
20% are registered as formal. The
above information and more was
revealed during the maiden round
table organized by our Small Business
& Entrepreneurship Center-SBEC- on:
“Challenges Facing Small Businesses in
Cameroon.” The over 30 participants
who turned out at the Denis & Lenora
Foretia Foundation headquarters
were
unanimous:
Cameroon’s
small business landscape is plagued
with enormous “institutionalized
hindrances”.
Addressing the small business owners
and project bearers, the Director of
Policy & Strategy, Patience Ombick expressed
the Foundation’s gratitude for their response.
She equally presented the activities of the
Foundation, before introducing the Moderator
of the day.
While contextualizing the meeting, the
operations Manager, explained that SBEC
program aims at: getting first-hand information
to improve project implementation; creating
a net-work of small business for greater
performance and designing innovative
strategies to drive businesses to sustainability.
The introductory remarks thus set the stage for
a more detailed discussion of the Challenges
facing small businesses on a day-to-day basis;
reasons for business failures and how to
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mitigate these; basic legal requirements to
start-up a business; and key success factors
that can drive businesses to sustainability.
From experience, some participants
revealed they started their business ventures
without necessarily complying with any
legal requirements. It would be noted that
while the informal sector remains highly
disorganized, opening a formal business must
follow established procedures. And this is
where, according to many, the shoe pinches.
According to those already in business,
opening a business in Cameroon is simplified
in theory, but field realities differ greatly. For
instance, the requirement to start a mediumsized enterprise within 72 hours include: a

Legal recognition from the court with
certificates of non-conviction of the
owners; the establishment of a tax payers’
card; a registration of business (cost41,500 francs CFA) and localization plan.
However, counter-productive factors
like red tape, information asymmetry,
excessive tax regimes, bribery and
corruption have rendered the business
climate hostile, especially to beginners.
On challenges in running small businesses,
no or limited access to funding and loans
constitutes a hindrance. However, the
entrepreneur was identified as equally
part of the problem. Most investments
are short-lived not necessarily for
the lack cash, but because of several
human-related factors, they said. Factors
identified as hindrances to sustainability
of small businesses range from improper
risk analysis, mishandling of human and
other resources, no managerial and business
development skills, to the absence of business
hubs to promote expansion. As a remedy,
the need for shared roles and responsibilities
is required, to stir all actors to work towards
achieving the same objective.
As recommendation, participants requested
an enlarged session with government officials,
business moguls and other actors involved in
the business creation chain. SBEC was charged
with creating a platform for technical support,
an information center and serving as leverage
for external investors.
By Laure Nganlay

EVENTS

ATAF/ICTD WORKSHOP ON RESEARCH
METHODS & DISSEMINATION

T

he second edition of the African Tax Administration
Forum (ATAF) and the international Center for Tax and
Development (ICTD) workshop on Research Methods &
Dissemination was held in Luanda, Angola from May 10 to 13,
2017. 20 participants shortlisted from across Africa benefitted
from this workshop, which was a follow-up capacity building
activity from the annual African Tax Research Network (ATRN)
Congress. Patience Ombick, Director of Policy & Strategy of
Nkafu Policy Institute, a Cameroonian Think Tank represented
our Foundation at the session.

UN MULTI-STAKEHOLDER FORUM ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
AND INNOVATION FOR THE SDGS

O

ur Co-chair, Dr. Denis Foretia, who is also a Senior Fellow
at the Nkafu Policy Institute, our ThinkTank, was our eyes
and ears at the second annual Multi-stakeholder Forum
on Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) for the Sustainable
Development Goals (#DGs). This was at the United Nations
Headquarters in New York, on May 15 and 16, 2017. Convened
by the President of United Nations Economic and Social Council,
the forum holds once a year to discuss science, technology
and innovation cooperation around thematic areas for the
implementation of the SDGs. The session was an ideal opportunity
to present our Leadership for Young Scholars program and the
STEM PRIZE project launched in 2016.

Grab a free copy of our publication: ON POLICY MAGAZINE available on
our website. The 34-page colored document gives you in-depth analysis
of the Anglophone problem, with articles from seasoned experts and
analysts among whom Eric Chinje, Christian Ekoka Penda, our Co-Chair
Dr. Denis Foretia.
Get the full communiqué of the Fourth Africa Think Tank Summit +
analysis. Don’t miss the exnclusive interview on state of Freedom
moment in Africa, our Foundation Echoes and other interesting moments
captured in images. Happy reading!
Download free copy here: http://www.foretiafoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/ON-POLICY_May-2017-2.pdf
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AFRICA LIBERTY FORUM 2017

A

tlas Network’s Africa
Liberty Forum 2017
in
Johannesburg
brought together friends
of the freedom movement
across Africa to discuss
challenges facing the region
and to learn from one another
how to most effectively
advance
free-market
reforms. The US-based nonprofit organization’s Chief
Executive Officer, Brad Lips,
chaired the opening of the
event co-hosted by Free

Market Foundation.
Highlights of the May 23 to 25, session
were key note speeches and interactive
sessions to strengthen civil society efforts
to move public policy in the direction of
greater freedom. The Regional Liberty
Awards winners were honored during a
gala evening. The distinction celebrates
the most successful projects by Atlas
Network partners. Our Co-Chairs, Dr.
Denis and Mrs. Lenora Foretia were both
in South Africa to attend the fellowship.
#AFRICALF17
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DEBATE

THEME : The Franc CFA: What future?

J

anuary 12, 1994, citizens of some West and
Central African nations woke up to the dawn of
a new economic reality. France, in consultation
with the Bretton Woods institution and some of
these countries’ creditors, decided to devalue
the CFA Franc. A currency used by the countries
of WAEMU and CEMAC, issued by France. The
devaluation sparked widespread protests,
triggered by economic hardship across these
nations as it had an instantaneous negative
impact on the way of life of the common man.
A 100% devaluation meant prices – especially of
imported products – doubled and in some cases
more than doubled. The cost of living soared
and like dipsomaniacs suffering from alcoholic
intoxication, most of these nations reeled, the
leadership grappling to find the next available
economic panacea to salvage their failing
economies burdened by the devaluation and
other crippling austerity measures.
Twenty-three years down the line, while some
piecemeal progress has been recorded, the
Franc Zone countries are witnessing an economic
climate similar to that of the years prior to
January 12, 1994. A decline in commodity prices
– upon which they mostly depend for revenues
– in the global commodity market. A seemingly
overvalued currency - factoring the business
climate, overall money supply and international
demand for the Franc CFA. Rising public debt
and a bloated, unproductive civil service. Such
economic conditions have sparked debates and
widespread speculation as to whether another
devaluation is imminent. Like in the years leading
up to the 1994 devaluation, the ruling elites
have repeatedly told the citizens that despite
the difficulties a devaluation is out of question
BUT should we - the lay people who definitely
will bear the brunt if a devaluation takes place –
believe in such assurances?

the negative effects when the Franc CFA is
finally devalued. Should the current economic
policies remain in place and the economies
of these nations remain solely dependent –
noncompetitively - on the exportation of raw
materials, a devaluation is due sooner than later.
More importantly, assuming it was economically
expedient to announce a devaluation
beforehand, the state of affairs suggests next to

A 100% devaluation meant
prices – especially of
imported products – doubled
and in some cases more
than doubled. The cost
of living soared and like
dipsomaniacs suffering from
alcoholic intoxication, most
of these nations reeled, the
leadership grappling to find
the next available economic
panacea to salvage their
failing economies burdened
by the devaluation and other
crippling austerity measures.
Twenty-three years down the
line, while some piecemeal
progress has been recorded,
the Franc Zone countries
are witnessing an economic
climate similar to that of the
years prior to January 12, 1994.

ABSOLUTELY NOT. WHY?
Just as AbdouDiouf, then President of Senegal
repeatedly, in campaign speeches pledge not
to devalue the CFA Franc, so too did Finance
Minister of Cameroon in a press conference
following a summit by CEMAC Heads of State and
officials of IMF in Yaoundé 2016. The promises
aside, announcing a devaluation prior to putting
it into effect is tantamount to economic suicide.
Such a move would trigger massive capital
outflows with unimaginable repercussions
for the country’s financial system. With this
in mind, Cameroonians or citizens of any of
the Franc Zone countries should not expect an
affirmative answer to the question “Would there
be a devaluation?” from government officials.
Instead, they should learn from the economic
lessons of the past and take action to mitigate

no valid arguments for a learned citizenry
like ours to depend on our governments for
such information. After all, they have next to no
control over what happens to the Franc CFA – be
it a devaluation or a revaluation.
Notwithstanding, should the Franc CFA even be a
subject of discourse in contemporary economic
debates? Yes! Because it is still the legally
recognized currency of the countries of CEMAC
and WAEMU. However, such debates must be
objective.
In its June session of in-house monthly debates
on current issues, analysts of the Nkafu Policy
Institute, a Cameroonian think-tank at the Denis
& Lenora FORETIA Foundation mulled over the
USEFULNESS OF THE CFA FRANC.

Firstly, its current use, it was argued reflects
the continued presence of France’s colonial
legacy, economic and political control of these
countries. Some people will prefer to refer to this
as neo-colonialism. Secondly, while the CFA Franc
and its peg to the Euro has kept inflation in the
Franc Zone countries in check, it has rendered
these countries economically uncompetitive,
compared to other African countries of West and
East Africa and an overvalued currency deterring
profitable business prospects. In addition, the
Franc Zone countries’ increasing indebtedness
is a cause for concern given that with the Franc
CFA, they are bound theoretically to spend within
their revenue generating capacity for particular
budgetary years. Unemployment, especially
youth unemployment is extremely high. The
entrepreneurial and innovative potential of
these nations can hardly be fully exploited
due to liquidity constraints exacerbated by
the 65% reserves mandated to be kept in the
French treasury. The presence of veto-powered
French representatives on the boards of BEAC
and BCEAO is a solemn reminder of the fact
that like in the colonial times, the interests of
Africans within these institutions will always be
secondary. Finally, WAEMU and CEMAC have
different versions of the CFA Franc and their use is
not interchangeable. In fact, if one were to travel
from Cameroon to Senegal with the CEMAC CFA
Franc (Codename: XAF), s/he will not be able to
buy goods and services unless it is converted to
the WAEMU CFA Franc (Codename: XOF). This
conversion is by a secondary currency - the Euro
or the American Dollar – and not directly. This
is in itself problematic as it truncates regional
integration and acts as a barrier to trade.
With all of these arguments, the focus the
debate focus of an average Cameroonian,
Senegalese or Chadian logically changes from
the imminence of a devaluation of the Franc
CFA to that of the legitimacy of the currency as a
legal tender within these countries. Whether or
not the leaders of these countries engage in such
debates is a matter of political will and the fear
or absence thereof of the consequences.
Remember, “Money is not a technical issue but
a political one which affects the sovereignty
and independence of nations”. Eduard Balladur
(Former French Finance Minister, Le Monde, 9
February 1990).

By Melaine Nsaikila
Economic Policy Analyst
at the Nkafu Policy Institute
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Article

THINGS FALL APART

The Role of Agricultural Innovation
in creating Food Security for Africa

Turning and turning in
the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear
the falconer;
Things fall apart; the
centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed
upon the world...
It is in these terms that
Chinua Achebe starts
his epic novel, Things
Fall Apart, written in
1958. It is, in fact, an
excerpt
of the poem by W.B. Yates, “The
Second Coming”. Chinua
Achebe’s novel is more or less about the transition from
colonial Nigeria to independence, viewed through the life of
Okonkwo, an Igbo wrestler.Cameroon is itself at the
crossroads of a transition and, whether we accept it or not, the
signs are glaring...

Poverty and hunger are on the rise in
Africa despite its abundant land mass
and quite a large farming population.
Africa still has a high population of poor
and hungry citizens, who suffer from
food insecurity, malnutrition and chronic
hunger. Agriculture being the backbone
of most developing economies in Africa
holds pregnant solutions to food insecurity and a spectrum of
deficiency diseases affecting Africa .The sustenance, growth,
development and productivity of man depends on what he
eats. In order to meet the ever increasing population of Africa.
However this potential has not been tapped enough to make it
rise to the occasion of commercialized agriculture that can provide
employment ,continuously and adequately feed Africans and
nurture economic growth in the individual countries.

By Akere Muna, Barrister

By Caroline Nyamnjoh, MA

Read the full article: http://www.foretiafoundation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/Akere-Muna_THINGS-FALL-APART-min.
pdf

Read the full article: http://www.foretiafoundation.org/the-role-ofagricultural-innovation-in-creating-food-security-for-africa/

Le Fédéralisme est-il porteur
d’espoir ? : Cas du Cameroun
La situation de crise dans la partie
anglophone du Cameroun est le résultat
d’une série de grèves de plusieurs
corps de métiers et des réponses
jugées insuffisantes du gouvernement
(Nkoyock 2017). Ces grèves ont viré en
manifestations de revendication pour
une forme différente de l’Etat et contre
la marginalisation des populations
anglophones
du
pays.
Celles-ci
dénoncent la violation des accords de Foumban et la perte des
avantages, faveurs et privilèges qui leur étaient accordés au temps
du fédéralisme.Aujourd’hui, les avis sur la forme de l’État, lancés
par les organisations professionnelles et associations de la société
civile, sont partagés.Les leaders syndicaux et activistes souhaitent
un Etat fédéral pour mettre fin à la crise...

Par Gaelle Dejo
Assistante de Rechercheen Politiques
Economique au Nkafu Policy Institute
Read the full article: http://www.foretiafoundation.org/lefederalisme-est-il-porteur-despoir-cas-du-cameroun/

Contributor

Economic Intelligence: A springboard
for the development and promotion of
tourism in Cameroon
The restructuring and reconfiguration of
the world’s functioning has given economic
information a strategic importance to nationstates. Economists who study the dynamics
of territories have that. Nowadays, it is
pertinent to consider territories or States to
be the result of the interactive process of
creation and not as a point of departure[1].
The context of economic intelligence[2] is simultaneously that of
globalisation, inequalities and the development of an information
society in an economy of international competition which demands
competitiveness both at the level of nation-states and enterprises[3]...

By Bakori Marbian Nkawa,
Contributor
Read the full article: http://www.foretiafoundation.org/economicintelligence-a-springboard-for-the-development-and-promotionof-tourism-in-cameroon/
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INTERVEW
Since the beginning of this year, Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) have been at the centre of major gatherings. In Africa, as in other parts of the
world, several activities not only discussed the role of CSOs, but sought new ways and strategies for improved impact on the field. In the following
lines, our guest revisits what has marked freedom movement on the continent, with a special look at the situation in his home country Cameroon.
He participated in the World Bank Spring Meetings on the role of CSOs in April; the annual Science Technology and Innovation (STI) Forum at
the United Nations headquarters in New York; and later in the same month, he represented his Foundation at the Africa Liberty Forum 2017 in
Johannesburg. Dr. Denis Foreita a Cameroonian surgeon by profession, based in the USA. He is Co-Chair of Denis & Lenora Foretia Foundation and
Senior Fellow at the Nkafu Policy Institute, Cameroonian think tank. Read on…

‘WHO WANTS TO BE VOLUNTARILY TREATED AS A SECOND CLASS CITIZEN?’
creation and growth.
In our country, Cameroon, for example,
government regulation actively kills small
businesses. Small businesses, those with annual
revenues of less than 20 millions FCFA are taxed a
total of 57 percent of their profits. Can you imagine
that? 57 percent of profits are supposed to be paid
as taxes. Small businesses that struggle to comply
with administrative requirements are expected to
declare monthly taxes. Why can this not be made
quarterly to ease small businesses. These were
some of the key issues that were discussed at the
Liberty Forum. It also examined how to create a
free society, how to empower small businesses
and build up the private sector and much more.

Atlas Network’s Africa Liberty Forum 2017 took
place from May 23 to 25, in Johannesburg South
Africa. As one of the free market think tank
leaders who attended the meeting, can you tell
our readers what such a gathering was all about?
The Liberty Forum brought together think tanks
from all over Africa that believe, and there’s strong
evidence to suggest, that economic growth in
Africa, like in most of the industrialized world is
rooted on free markets. That means creating
a strong and vibrant private sector that invests
in people and creates good paying jobs for the
millions of Africans. There is clear evidence that
economic growth is possible when government
reduces and or eliminates barriers to business

There are several regional branches of the Liberty
Forum, covering different parts of the world.
What should the man on the street understand
by the term “freedom movement,” given that the
direct beneficiary is [should be] the masses?
Freedom movement is just what it means –
FREEDOM. Creating a Free Society! This includes
freedom of ideas, freedom of association, breaking
barriers to communication, breaking barriers to
trade and justice for all. It is fundamentally based
on the fact that we are each created as free people
but societies create barriers and restrictions
that take away some, in other cases, most of our
freedoms. For example, in a free society, there
should be freedom to associate, to protest, etc.
In Cameroon today we know what is going on
with regards to the Anglophone crisis. This is a
classic demonstration that our country is not free.

We need to change that. We need to build a freer
environment in the country. On the economic
front, freedom is breaking barriers that allow
all citizens to pursue their God-given potentials
without government intervention or restrictions.
That’s what the Freedom Movement is all about.
As a senior fellow at the Nkafu Policy Institute, a
Cameroonian think tank at the Denis & Lenora
Foretia Foundation; how do you evaluate the
strides made as far as freedom movement in
Africa is concerned?
There has been significant progress in the last
decade. There is increasing realization that
countries cannot grow without a strong and
positive business environment. There are
many countries that have made significant
progress in making the environment
friendly. We have the Mauritius and
Botswana that have historically been stable
and attractive. We all know the Rwandan
miracle. Countries like Ghana have greatly
improved their attractiveness as they have
fully embraced the two fundamental prerequisites: freedom of speech and press,
and an independent judiciary.

Interviewed by Laure NGANLAY
Read full interview: http://www.foretiafoundation.
org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Dr-Denis-ForetiaInterview.pdf
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